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There is a central pulse to the universe that beats a rhythm into our being whether we are listening or not. It contains everything that we are and knows all our heartbeats as one. It is who we are when we stop being who we are not.
Central to Plotinus' metaphysics is the process of ceaseless emanation and outflowing from the One. Plotinus gives metaphors such as the radiation of heat from fire or cold from snow, fragrance from a flower or light from the sun.

- Plotinus (204-270 C.E.)
“They considered not the miracle of the loaves for their heart was hardened”

- Mark 6:52
“ Truly I say to you, unless you are converted and become like children, you will not enter the kingdom of heaven”

- Matthew 18:3
We are here to awaken from the illusion of our SEPARATENESS

-Thich Nhat Hanh
The real beloved is that one who is unique, who is your beginning and your end.

- Rumi
Before there was energy there was resistance, as resistance grows the universe expands. Humanity is part of this resistant spectacle and our purpose is to use our intellect to release resistance to seed, thus to reconcile it.
The release of resistance requires a higher model.

“YOU NEVER CHANGE THINGS BY FIGHTING THE EXISTING REALITY.

TO CHANGE SOMETHING, BUILD A NEW MODEL THAT MAKES THE EXISTING MODEL OBSOLETE.”

— RICHARD BUCKMINSTER FULLER
Eternal Recurrence is the higher model.